
CITY COUNCIL POLICY STATEMENT FOR 
BILLBOARD RELOCATION AGREEMENTS 

Revised April 2011 

All Billboard Relocation Agreements shall have the following as the minimum criteria: 

1. As of the adoption of this policy, there are 24 existing billboards in the City and 
that number shall not increase. 

2. "Relocation" is defined as raising the height of an existing billboard, 
reconstructing an existing billboard, adding a face to an existing one sided 
billboard, or replacing an existing billboard with a new billboard in a new 
location. 

3. Relocation can only occur with the removal of billboards from the existing 
billboard inventory as of July 1, 2004. 

4. Relocation can only occur based upon a sign face or panel removal ratio of 3: 1 
( three faces removed for each relocated, new or reconstructed face) that will result 
in the net reduction of sign faces. As an example, in order to increase the height 
of a single faced billboard, 3 existing billboard faces would have to be removed. 

5. In an effort to minimize public expense in amortizing outdoor advertising 
displays, the City may waive certain billboard requirements as set forth in City 
Code Sections 18.80.050 (height) and 18.80.220(b) (billboard general provisions), 
as those sections may be amended from time to time, with factual findings by the 
City Council which justify the relocation of billboards. Those findings shall 
include, but not be limited to, ensuring traffic safety and aesthetics are maintained 
in the City, encouraging locations adjacent to freeways and expressways, 
restricting billboards from or near residential areas and providing a minimum of 
300 foot separation from existing or proposed billboards. 

6. All relocated billboards must provide for at least 10% public service 
announcement use, free of charge to the City and non-profit entities, of one full 
face of copy exposure based on daily use (e.g. 36.5 days per year), and at least 
50% of such public service announcement use shall occur during the hours of 
6:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. daily. 

7. Any relocation agreement allowing any relocated billboards in residentially zoned 
areas or areas designated for residential use in the General Plan shall require the 
removal of the billboard after a period of 20 years. 

8. The consideration for City execution of a billboard relocation agreement shall be 
a payment to the City in the amount of a minimum of $70,000.00 per relocated 
sign face. 
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